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Three decades ago, Penelope Smith fi rst presented Animal Talk and her effective telepathic

communication techniques that can dramatically transform your relationships with your animal

companions. Rereleased by popular demand, Smith once again shares her insightful wisdom and

illuminates topics such as freedom, control, obedience, behavior, and relationships between

animals. Animal Talk teaches you how to open the door to your animal friends' hearts and minds

without resorting to magic tricks or wishful thinking. Every creature can be reached through

telepathic communication -- from your tabby cat or cockatiel to the wasps that build nests in the

eaves of your home or even the common flea -- you just have to be open to the idea, and

mind-to-mind communication will be in your grasp.
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"In Animal Talk, Penelope Smith delivers a pioneering approach to the field of animal

communication and explains the interspecies world of communication insightfully and accurately."

Ã¢â‚¬â€•Dr. Kim Ogden-Avrutik, author of Ask the Animals"A childhood dream and half-faded

memory come true!" Ã¢â‚¬â€•Allen M. Schoen, D.V.M., author of Kindred Spirits"Penelope is

making an important contribution to the welfare and understanding of animals, leading to a greater

harmony between the human and the other kingdoms." Ã¢â‚¬â€•Peter Caddy, cofounder of the

Findhorn Community in Scotland



Have you ever wondered what you cat or dog or horse is thinking? Animal Talk presents

tired-and-true telepathic communication techniques developed by the author that can dramatically

transform people's relationships with other species on all levels -- physical, mental, emotional, and

spiritual. It explain how to solve behavior problems, how to figure out where your animal hurts, how

to discover animals' likes and dislikes, and why they do the things they do. You can learn the

language that will open the door to your animal friends' hearts and minds. In addition to teaching

people how to develop mind-to-mind communication with animals, Animal Talk discusses freedom,

control, and obedience; understanding behavior from an animals' point of view; how to handle

upsets between animals; tips on nutrition for healthier pets; and the special relationship between

animals and children. --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.

Pioneer in the field of Animal Communication, Penelope Smith's first book sustains a message of

unity, compassion and understanding to humankind, in the aim of encompassing consideration to

those creatures who long we are familiar with: animal beings. Through truthful communication,

Penelope Smith claims that a deeper relationship with animals is possible, as we open our hearts to

the reality of telepathy, viewed not as a esoteric capacity but a natural inner ability to be developed

within every human being. This amazing book contains easy exercises to get initiated to the

language of animals, as well as incredible stories validating how the way we view and treat animals

could not only solve behavior issues between animals and humans but also and foremost bring a

great step towards a more compassive world.

Great mind opening Read! Learning to put yourself inside the mind of a fellow being without feeling

superior for being a Human instead of a cat, dog, or Flea is to learn the Unity of the Holy ONE."I am

you and you are me and we are all together."( Beatles Sgt Pepper Album)

I just recently took a weekend curse in Interspecies Communication. I have always been fond of

animals, and when I was growing up I had all kinds of animal companions in the house. Of course

we had a big house with a large garden so I had dogs, cats, rabbits, hens, a rooster, frogs and fish

in the fountain, canaries, a parrot, and what not. Now I can't have many animal friends due to space

limitations, but I currently have 4 cats, 1 mouse and 6 hamsters as my companions. I haven't been

able to communicate with all of them, but so far I have done so and well with one of the cats,

Bruma, one of the hamsters, Uriel, and the mouse, Byron.Now, communicating with animals does

require a lot of practice, patience and openness. You really have to trust what you get, and don't



judge anything that comes to mind. You will develop your own way of perceiving what they say, it

can be through images, sensations, or even words. Trust your higher self. And I do suggest you

keep a notebook nearby so you can record your experiences. The book gives you different

techniques to communicate with animals, and their steps are easy to follow. The author gives you

good advice and guides you through the process. I'm no expert, but would love to achieve a true

and meaningful way to communicate with my animal friends so we all can live together in a more

harmonious family dynamic. This is the first book I read on this subject and so far it's a good starting

point. I'll get some more regarding this subject so I can improve in my communication habilites.

This is my fourth copy of Animal talk because I keep giving away my copies. I have always loved

animals and have had an ongoing conversation with many. This ability is confirmed in this book. I

appreciate confirmation for something that has in the past caused people to look at me with strange

looks and make critical comments. Animals, and my experience is mostly with dogs, are

sensitive,understanding and in tune with humans. When we get in tune with them wonderful things

happen. Laughter, healing, and joy are responses that thrive in a home with bonded animals. This

book describes the mental and emotional attitudes that best nuture that bonding. Well worth the

read when you glean the good advice.

Trying to communicate with your animal companions is not dissimilar to communication with a

human of another language. I felt validation in the way I feel what my animal friends are saying.

This book has brought inspiration for my spiritual path. It has reinforced my belief in Unity among All

beings, Oneness. It has helped me become a better listener, both of my animal companions and

human companions. Thanks Penelope!

This book really inspired me and encouraged me to do my own animal communicating, and the

steps it suggested actually work! I'd recommend this to anyone interested in the subject. :)

Last year I went to a workshop on Animal Communication, and it was great, then I had to

reflexionate of the themes and how to take it to practice, and this book from Penelope Smith is

helping me a lot to learn more about how to communicate with my cats. I have a shelter of just cats,

and I love animals.
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